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Ethereal, enchanting, challenging and refined, Michele Oka Doner has been described as “nature’s scribe” by the 
curator Barbara Bloemink. A designer, a sculptor and an artist, Michele Oka Doner has stood at the cutting edge of 
contemporary applied arts for over four decades. 
 
David Gill Gallery is delighted to announce a solo exhibition of the work of this most ingenious of artists. Michele Oka 
Doner’s work moves between the organic and the space-age, the dramatic and the sensual. The grand-dame of 
sculptural metal, writer and curator Suzanne Ramljak called Oka Doner: “the sculptural interpreter of nature’s vast 
lexicon.” 
 
“I have always believed that our daily lives should be approached with grace and ceremony.” Michele Oka Doner.  
  
With a very loyal following in America, Oka Doner’s work is certainly multi-disciplined - from the architectural and 
the sculptural to the theatrical; she has also worked with fashion and accessories and across multi-media projects - 
in 2011, her video installation ‘A Walk On The Beach’ was shown as part of Art Basel Miami.   
 
Michele Oka Doner has won multiple awards including The Award for Excellence from The United Nations Society of 
Writers and Artists and The Legends Award, Pratt Institute. Oka Doner’s work, ‘A Walk On The Beach’ at Miami 
International Airport has been heralded as one of the “8 Wonders of Miami.”  Her architectural work ‘Radiant Site’ at 
New York’s Herald Square subway brings a sense of richness and tranquillity to this most urban of spaces – a 
transport hub.   
 
Oka Doner’s work sits within the permanent collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, The Cooper-Hewitt 
National Design Museum Smithsonian Institution, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, V&A Museum, 
London, Centre Pompidou Library, Paris and La Musée des Arts Décoratifs, The Louvre, Paris. Of her work, art critic 
Gregory Volk said: “…sculptures that resemble plants, plants that resemble sculptures, rock shards that look human, 
bronze or wax forms that that look to be growing, fossils that look magical, and bodies that look vegetal.” 
 
One of the most important exhibitions for David Gill Gallery for 2015, Michele Oka Doner will show past work 
alongside new pieces: furniture and sculpture, bowls and vases, candelabras and accessories in cast and gilded 
bronze, cast silver and mouth-blown and etched glass. The London show will drive a new chapter in Michele’s career. 
A maven of style, demeanour, intellect and serenity, Michele Oka Doner has been termed the ultimate ‘philosopher 
of metal.’   
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Notes to editors 

David Gill Gallery   www.davidgillgallery.com  

David Gill Gallery established his eponymous gallery in central London in 1987.  David Gill Gallery remains true to core values of 
co-producing exceptionally high quality design pieces of distinguished provenance and craftsmanship, all the while dealing and 
exhibiting globally. 
 
David Gill Gallery built its reputation as an influential and innovative taste-maker.  By working with hand-selected artists, 
architects and designers to co-create pieces of art as contemporary furniture, the David Gill Gallery realigned perceptions of 
contemporary 20th century design. Gill identified and nurtured early talents, now world-famous names, such as Grayson Perry 
and Tom Dixon. Long-lasting relationships with visionary creators such as Zaha Hadid, Mattia Bonetti, Campana brothers, 
Gaetano Pesce, Barnbaby Barford and Fredrikson Stallard feed the work of the Gallery, with its repertory of established artists 
continuing to expand. 

Gill’s co-producing role within the creative process leads to the delivery of exceptional tailor-made singular pieces of furniture, 
site-specific design pieces and limited editions. 

David Gill is a pioneering gallerist of 20th Century and contemporary design. He produced some of the first furniture collections 
from Zaha Hadid to Mattia Bonetti and was one of the first people to show the work of artist Grayson Perry. David Gill broke 
new ground in championing the work of designers who have become world famous, from Marc Newson to Tom Dixon. His latest 
gallery in Mayfair demonstrates the significant role he has played in changing the status and perception of contemporary design 
internationally.  

In 1987 Gill opened a gallery on Fulham Road specialising in 20th Century art and design, and introduced 'New Romantic' 
painting and work by contemporary Russian artists. He featured pieces by some of the greatest furniture makers of the 
twentieth century, including Eileen Gray, Jean Michel Frank and Emile-Jacques Ruhlmann and championed the work of artists 
and designers as diverse as Giacometti, Donald Judd, Elisabeth Garouste and Mattia Bonetti. 
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